**SUBURB:** Rockingham  
**PAW Code No.** R204  
**Map D4**

**PAW location:**

Connects Dorado Court to a pathway system through a linear park.

---

**Design characteristics:**

PAW reserve approx. 3.7m wide and 18m long. Straight, short and flat. Bollards half way along.

**Condition:**

Fair to good.

**Level of casual surveillance:**

Good. Short and can see end-to-end. View available over one low adjoining side fence.

**Fencing attributes:**

Super Six and a low timber post-and-rail fence.

**Paving:**

Concrete slabs two wide. (approx. 1.2m) and offset from centre. Many slabs cracked. Grassed margins.

**Landscaping/vegetation:**

Small amount overhanging side fences.

**Lighting:**

Good. Street light at each end.
Level of usage:
Appears well used.

Presence of services:
Water

2007 Bikeplan recommendations:
-

History: (i.e., reported social difficulties such as vandalism, crime, nuisance and reduced privacy & amenity)
-

Additional comments: (Local connectivity, quality of alternative routes, impact of closure on alternative routes, access to facilities)

This PAW is an integral part of the local pathway system, and connects directly to a major east-west walkway that runs through a well-maintained park. This walkway is well-lit, and leads to Rockingham city centre via an underpass beneath Read Street. It also connects with Bungaree Primary School and Bungaree Oval.

The path in the PAW needs repairing/replacing.

Connectivity grading:
E
**PAW location:**
Connects Vela Court to park.

**Design characteristics:**
PAW reserve approx. 3.7m wide and 18m long. Straight and flat.

**Condition:**
Fair. Some graffiti, overgrown.

**Level of casual surveillance**
Fair to good, as it is short. However the overhanging vegetation requires pruning. The abrupt exit into the park with its potentially concealing shrubs and trees is of some concern.

**Fencing attributes:**
High super six one side, low timber post and rail on other side.

**Paving:**
Concrete approx. 2m wide, central. Sand margins.

**Landscaping/vegetation:**
PAW is very overgrown by shrubs and trees in adjoining properties.

**Lighting:**
Good. Lights at each end.
Level of usage:
Used by locals.

Presence of services:
Water

2007 Bikeplan recommendations:
-

History: (i.e., reported social difficulties such as vandalism, crime, nuisance and reduced privacy & amenity)
-

Additional comments:
This PAW provides a pedestrian connection to the park and its extensive walkway system, which is well-lit. It is most convenient for Vela Court residents. It does not, however, form a necessary part of the extensive, integrated walkway system that serves the wider area.

Connectivity grading:
R
**SUBURB:** Rockingham  
**PAW Code No.** R206  
**Map D4**

**PAW location:**
Connects Sepia Court to Merope Close through Sepia Reserve.

**Design characteristics:**
PAW reserve approx. 3.1m wide and 260m long. Very long, narrow and with several bends.

**Condition:**
The PAW does not contain a path. For most of its length it is grassed, with some sandy patches. It lies within a park (Sepia Reserve) which contains a long constructed pathway which is not within the PAW reserve. **In some areas the constructed path lies next to and parallel with the PAW reserve.**

**Level of casual surveillance:**
Fair to good. Variable.

**Fencing attributes:**
Various.
Paving:
No path. Grassed.

Landscaping/vegetation:
-

Lighting:
Street light across road at southern end. Sepia Park has a well-lit pathway system which sometimes lies close to the PAW reserve.

Level of usage:
The constructed walkway within Sepia reserve is long and straight, and connects Council Avenue to Merope Close. Local residents in the Sepia Court cul-de-sac can access the constructed walkway via the grassed area which links the cul-de-sac head to the walkway.

Presence of services:
Water, gas.

2007 Bikeplan recommendations:
-

History: (i.e., reported social difficulties such as vandalism, crime, nuisance and reduced privacy & amenity)
-

Additional comments:
This PAW has no constructed path, but parts of it are used by pedestrians to access the nearby constructed walkway through Sepia Reserve.

It is suggested that the PAW could be closed and amalgamated into Sepia Reserve without any inconvenience to existing users. Perhaps a lighted path could also be constructed from Sepia Court to join up with the existing constructed path through the Reserve.

Connectivity grading:
NP
**SUBURB:** Rockingham  
**PAW Code No.:** R207  
**Map E3**

**PAW location:**

Connects Kenton Way to Ennis Avenue

![Image](96x526 to 293x673)

**Design characteristics:**

PAW reserve approx. 3m wide and 34m long. Straight and flat, sloping down to underpass beneath Ennis Avenue. Bollards at east end.

**Condition:**

Poor. Some graffiti, rubbish, broken glass, rocks and small tree branches.

**Level of casual surveillance**

Poor due to high side fences.

**Fencing attributes:**

High super six.

**Paving:**

Narrow concrete path approx. 1m wide. A new path is being constructed along the western side of Ennis Avenue which will link directly to this PAW, and to the dual use path heading eastwards under Ennis Avenue.

**Landscaping/vegetation:**

- 

**Lighting:**

Street light at each end.
Level of usage:
High. Especially by school children and parents.

Presence of services:
Water

2007 Bikeplan recommendations:
-

History: (i.e., reported social difficulties such as vandalism, crime, nuisance and reduced privacy & amenity)
-

Additional comments:
This PAW is an integral part of a long, east-west path, much of it dual-use, which connects several residential areas to parks, a primary school, child health centre and bus routes. It is well used.

The path should be replaced and widened.

Connectivity grading:
E
**SUBURB:** Rockingham  
**PAW Code No.:** R208  
**Map E3**

**PAW location:**
Connects Sycamore Close to Simpson Avenue.

---

**Design characteristics:**

PAW reserve approx. 4m wide and 68m long. Straight and almost flat. Bollards at both ends. On margins at north end.

**Condition:**
Fair. Some graffiti, small amount of rubbish and leaves.

**Level of casual surveillance**
Only end-to-end.

**Fencing attributes:**
High super six in fair condition. Some panels damaged.

**Paving:**
Concrete approx. 1.2m wide, central. Narrow, with sand margins.

**Landscaping/vegetation:**
Small amount overhanging side fences.

**Lighting:**
Street light at southern end, street light across road at northern end.
Level of usage:
Used by locals.

Presence of services:
Water

2007 Bikeplan recommendations:
-

History: (i.e., reported social difficulties such as vandalism, crime, nuisance and reduced privacy & amenity)
-

Additional comments:
This PAW provides convenient access for Sycamore Place residents to Simpson Avenue, which is a bus route, as well as to the educational precinct on the north side of Simpson Ave. It also forms part of an access chain which includes two other PAWs to the south (PAWs R209 & R218). Retention is recommended. The path should be replaced and widened.

Connectivity grading:
R
**SUBURB:** Rockingham  
**PAW Code No.:** R209  
**Map E3**

**PAW location:**
Connects Sycamore Close to Adina Way.

**Design characteristics:**
PAW reserve approx. 4m wide and 66m long. Straight and flat. Bollards at south end only.

**Condition:**
Poor. Significant quantity of graffiti. Also some rubbish, tree branches, sand and leaves.

**Level of casual surveillance**
Only end-to-end.

**Fencing attributes:**
High super six in fair condition.

**Paving:**
Concrete slabs 2 x wide, approx. 1.2m. Narrow, uneven and cracked.

**Landscaping/vegetation:**
Some overhanging side fences and pathway.

**Lighting:**
Street light at north end only.

**Level of usage:**
Used by locals.
**Presence of services:**

Water

**2007 Bikeplan recommendations:**

-

**History:** (i.e., reported social difficulties such as vandalism, crime, nuisance and reduced privacy & amenity)

-

**Additional comments:**

This PAW forms part of an access chain which includes two other PAWs (PAWs R208 & R218). Together they provide convenient access to the educational precinct on the north side of Simpson Ave and bus routes. Retention is recommended. The path should be replaced and widened, and the PAW generally cleaned up. The overhanging vegetation needs pruning.

**Connectivity grading:**

R
SUBURB: Rockingham    PAW Code No. R210    Map E3

PAW location:

Connects Kenton Way to Adina Way.

Design characteristics:

PAW reserve approx. 3m wide and 68m long. Straight and flat.

Condition:

Fair. Some graffiti, rubbish, broken glass, leaves.

Level of casual surveillance

Poor due to high side fences.

Fencing attributes:

High super six in fair to good condition.

Paving:

Narrow concrete path approx. 1m wide.

Landscaping/vegetation:

Some overhanging side fences.

Lighting:

Street light across road at east end. None at west end.
Level of usage:
High. Especially by school children and parents.

Presence of services:
Water

2007 Bikeplan recommendations:
-

History: (i.e., reported social difficulties such as vandalism, crime, nuisance and reduced privacy & amenity)
-

Additional comments:
This PAW is an integral part of a long, east-west path, much of it dual-use, which connects several residential areas to parks, a primary school, child health centre and bus routes. It is well used.

The path should be replaced and widened. Overhanging vegetation needs to be cut back.

Connectivity grading:
E
**SUBURB:** Rockingham  
**PAW Code No.** R211  
**Map E3**

**PAW location:**

Connects Mariano Court to Concordia Way.

![PAW location images]

**Design characteristics:**

PAW reserve approx. 3m wide and 65m long. Straight and flat. No bollards present.

**Condition:**

Poor to fair. High sand margins, rubbish, rocks, broken glass, leaves, small amount of graffiti.

**Level of casual surveillance**

Only end-to-end.

**Fencing attributes:**

Low to high super six – varies from poor to very good condition.

**Paving:**

Concrete slabs x 2 wide. Approx. 1.2m. Narrow, uneven, some broken.

**Landscaping/vegetation:**

Small amount overhanging the side fences.

**Lighting:**

Street light at each end.
Level of usage:
Used by locals.

Presence of services:
Water

2007 Bikeplan recommendations:
-

History: (i.e., reported social difficulties such as vandalism, crime, nuisance and reduced privacy & amenity)
-

Additional comments:
This PAW provides some very localised convenience, mostly for a small number of Mariano Court residents. The usefulness of the PAW to the overall pedestrian amenity and accessibility of the locality is, however, very limited.

If the PAW is to be retained, the path should be replaced and widened.

Connectivity grading:

NE
**SUBURB:** Rockingham  
**PAW Code No.** R212  
**Map E3**

**PAW location:**

Connects Lancier Place to Concordia Way.

---

**Design characteristics:**

PAW reserve approx. 3m wide and 54m long. Straight and flat. Bollards at Lancier Place end only.

**Condition:**

Poor to fair. Rubbish, leaves, broken glass, dog faeces.

**Level of casual surveillance**

Only end-to-end.

**Fencing attributes:**

High super six in fair to good condition (varies).

**Paving:**

Concrete slabs 2 x wide, approx. 1.2m. Narrow, uneven and cracked.

**Landscaping/vegetation:**

Small amount overhanging side fences.

**Lighting:**

Street light at both ends.
Level of usage:
Used by locals. Motor bike observed.

Presence of services:
Water

2007 Bikeplan recommendations:
-

History: (i.e., reported social difficulties such as vandalism, crime, nuisance and reduced privacy & amenity)
-

Additional comments:
This PAW provides some Concordia Way residents with direct access to Careeba Reserve and Council Avenue which is a bus route and has bike paths on both sides. Alternative routes exist, but not close by. Retention is recommended.

The path should be replaced and widened.

Connectivity grading:
R
SUBURB: Rockingham  PAW Code No. R213  Map E3

**PAW location:**
Connects Kenton Way to Council Avenue.

**Design characteristics:**
PAW reserve approx. 4m wide and 68m long. Straight and flat with rise at southern end. Bollards at north end, and two single post-bollards in the middle of the pathway within the PAW.

**Condition:**
Poor. Some graffiti, as well as rubbish, sticks, leaves and sand over path. Path in poor condition.

**Level of casual surveillance**
Only end-to-end.

**Fencing attributes:**
High super six and steel panels in fair condition, as well as one section of moderate height timber pickets.

**Paving:**
Concrete slabs 2 x wide, approx. 1.2m. Narrow, uneven and cracked.

**Landscaping/vegetation:**
Small amount overhanging side fences.
Lighting:
Street light at north end only.

Level of usage:
Used by locals.

Presence of services:
-

2007 Bikeplan recommendations:
-

History: (i.e., reported social difficulties such as vandalism, crime, nuisance and reduced privacy & amenity)
-

Additional comments:
Due to the convoluted subdivision layout in this area, this PAW provides one of only two pedestrian/cycle access ways to Council Avenue for a large number of dwellings to the north. A bus stop is located on Council Avenue at the PAW’s southern entrance. Council Avenue also has a cycle path both sides. Retention of this PAW is therefore essential.

The path should be replaced and widened.

Connectivity grading:

E
SUBURB: Rockingham       PAW Code No. R214       Map E3

PAW location:

Connects Pericles Court to Concordia Way.

Design characteristics:

PAW reserve approx. 3m wide and 60m long. Straight and flat. Timber margin-type bollards at both ends.

Condition:

Poor. Weeds, sand, dog faeces, abandoned shopping trolley. Poor path.

Level of casual surveillance

Only end-to-end.

Fencing attributes:

High super six in fair condition. Some sections with trellis on top. One masonry wall.

Paving:

Concrete slabs 2 x wide, approx. 1.2m. Narrow, uneven and cracked.

Landscaping/vegetation:

Some overhanging side fences.

Lighting:

Street light at Concordia Way end only.
Level of usage:
Used by locals.

Presence of services:
Water

2007 Bikeplan recommendations:
-

History: (i.e., reported social difficulties such as vandalism, crime, nuisance and reduced privacy & amenity)
-

Additional comments:
This PAW provides some very localised convenience only. Its usefulness is questionable.
The path should be replaced and widened, and the PAW generally cleaned up. The overhanging vegetation (bougainvillea) needs pruning.

Connectivity grading:
NE
**SUBURB:** Rockingham  
**PAW Code No.** R215  
**Map E3**

**PAW location:**

Connects Mariano Court to Council Avenue.

---

**Design characteristics:**

PAW reserve approx. 4m wide and 66m long. Straight and flat. Bollards at south end only.

**Condition:**

Poor. Significant quantity of graffiti. Also some rubbish, tree branches, sand and leaves.

**Level of casual surveillance**

Only end-to-end.

**Fencing attributes:**

High super six in fair condition.

**Paving:**

Concrete slabs 2 x wide, approx. 1.2m. Narrow, uneven and cracked.

**Landscaping/vegetation:**

Some overhanging side fences and pathway.

**Lighting:**

Street light at north end only.
Level of usage:
Used by locals.

Presence of services:
-

2007 Bikeplan recommendations:
-

History:
Complaint/closure request on City’s files.

Additional comments:
This PAW forms part of an access chain which includes two other PAWs (PAWs R208 & R218). Together they provide convenient access to the educational precinct on the north side of Simpson Ave and bus routes. Retention is recommended. The path should be replaced and widened, and the PAW generally cleaned up. The overhanging vegetation needs pruning.

Connectivity grading:
R
**SUBURB:** Rockingham  
**PAW Code No.** R216  
**Map E3**

**PAW location:**

Connects Simpson Avenue to Ashford Avenue Reserve.

**Design characteristics:**

PAW reserve approx. 6m wide and 90m long. Straight, very long, wide and flat, with a rise at the south end. Margin bollards at Simpson Ave end only.

**Condition:**

Very poor. Sand across path which is in poor condition. Leaves, rubbish and some graffiti.
Level of casual surveillance

Poor due to its length and high side fences. Can see through some of the gates of individual properties that abut the PAW. Can see end-to-end.

Fencing attributes:

High super six in fair to good condition. There are a half dozen gates along the fence on the north side of the PAW.

Paving:

Concrete slabs 2 x wide. Approx 1.2m. Narrow, many missing, sand covering many slabs.

Landscaping/vegetation:

Small amount overhanging the side fences.

Lighting:

Street light at Simpson Ave end only. No lights in park.

Level of usage:

Not well used.

Presence of services:

-

2007 Bikeplan recommendations:

-

History: (i.e., reported social difficulties such as vandalism, crime, nuisance and reduced privacy & amenity)

-

Additional comments:

This PAW provides a pedestrian connection from Simpson Avenue to the Ashford Avenue Reserve. The park is very rough in condition, and has no paths or lights. Because of its configuration, Ashford Avenue provides an adequate alternative access to this PAW. It is in very poor condition, little used and could be closed if requested.

Connectivity grading: NE
**SUBURB:** Rockingham  
**PAW Code No.** R217  
**Map E3**

**PAW location:**

Connects Orizaba Place to Henry Street.

---

**Design characteristics:**

PAW reserve approx. 3m wide and 57m long. Straight with a hump in the middle. Bollards (timber margin-type) at south end only.

**Condition:**

Poor. Some graffiti. Also some rubbish, bottles, broken glass, leaves and an abandoned shopping trolley.

**Level of casual surveillance**

Only end-to-end.

**Fencing attributes:**

High super six in fair condition. Some panels cracked.

**Paving:**

Concrete slabs 2 x wide, approx. 1.2m. Narrow, uneven and cracked.

**Landscaping/vegetation:**

Small amount overhanging side fences.

**Lighting:**

Street light at each end.
Level of usage:
Used by locals.

Presence of services:
Water

2007 Bikeplan recommendations:
-

History: (i.e., reported social difficulties such as vandalism, crime, nuisance and reduced privacy & amenity)
-

Additional comments:
The principal function of this PAW is to provide the small number of Orizaba Place residents with direct access to Henry Street and areas to the southwest. The PAW lies parallel to both Council Avenue and Georgette Way, which are both alternative, nearby routes. This PAW is therefore of some very localised significance only.

The path should be replaced and widened, and the PAW generally cleaned up.

Connectivity grading:
NE
**SUBURB:** Rockingham  
**PAW Code No.:** R218  
**Map E3**

**PAW location:**

Connects Kenton Way to Adina Way.

**Design characteristics:**

PAW reserve approx. 4m wide and 68m long. Straight and flat. Bollards at north end only.

**Condition:**

Poor to fair. Graffiti, rubbish, leaves, broken glass, dirty nappy.

**Level of casual surveillance**

Only end-to-end.

**Fencing attributes:**

High super six in fair condition. Some additional height trellis on one section.

**Paving:**

Concrete slabs 2 x wide, approx. 1.2m. Narrow, uneven and cracked. Very bad condition.

**Landscaping/vegetation:**

Some overhanging side fences.

**Lighting:**

Street light across road at southern end. None at northern end.
Level of usage:
Used by locals.

Presence of services:
Water

2007 Bikeplan recommendations:
-

History: (i.e., reported social difficulties such as vandalism, crime, nuisance and reduced privacy & amenity)
-

Additional comments:
This PAW forms part of an access chain which includes two other PAWs (PAWs R208 & R209). Together they provide convenient access to the educational precinct on the north side of Simpson Ave as well as bus routes. Hawkins Street has a cycle path. Retention of this PAW is recommended. The path should be replaced and widened, and the PAW generally cleaned up.

Connectivity grading:
R
**SUBURB:** Rockingham  
**PAW Code No.** R220  
**Map E3**

**PAW location:**

Connects Dowling Street to Ashford Avenue.

---

**Design characteristics:**

PAW reserve approx. 6m wide and 125m long. Straight, very long, wide and flat. Bollards at both ends.

**Condition:**

Fair to good. Small amount of rubbish, weeds.

**Level of casual surveillance**

Only end-to-end due to high side fences.

**Fencing attributes:**

High super six and steel panels in good condition.

**Paving:**

Concrete approx. 1.85m wide, central. Sand margins. Paving in good condition, but is uneven and cracked at the mid-way point.

**Landscaping/vegetation:**

Small amount overhanging side fences.

**Lighting:**

Street light opposite west end entry, no light at east end.
Level of usage:
Used by locals & students.

Presence of services:
Electricity.

2007 Bikeplan recommendations:
-

History: (i.e., reported social difficulties such as vandalism, crime, nuisance and reduced privacy & amenity)
-

Additional comments:
This PAW provides a direct connection for Ashford Avenue residents to the education precinct on the east side of Dowling Street, as well as bus stops and a cycle path on that street. Ashford Avenue contains a number of medium density dwellings. Ashford Avenue Reserve is a rough park with no paths or lights. While this PAW provides convenient access for a few, it is not part of an integrated or extensive accessway system.

Connectivity grading:
R
SUBURB: Rockingham  PAW Code No. R223  Map D3

PAW location:

Connects Robinson Place to Chalgrove Avenue.

Design characteristics:

PAW reserve approx. 5m wide and 35m long. Straight and flat. The PAW appears to act as both a pedestrian accessway, and a vehicular accessway serving a small car park adjacent to the Oakwood Funeral Services building.

Condition:

Good.

Level of casual surveillance

Good, as it is wide, well-lit and open. However shrubs on vacant land adjacent have the potential to provide a hiding place.

Fencing attributes:

No fences either side. There is a low limestone wall at the eastern end with a narrow opening and two steps to allow pedestrian access.

Paving:

Asphalt full width.

Landscaping/vegetation:

-
Lighting:
Good. One street light near each entrance.

Level of usage:
Appears well used by pedestrians and cars.

Presence of services:
-

2007 Bikeplan recommendations:
-

History: (i.e., reported social difficulties such as vandalism, crime, nuisance and reduced privacy & amenity)
-

Additional comments: (Local connectivity, quality of alternative routes, impact of closure on alternative routes, access to facilities)
This PAW provides a pedestrian connection between two public streets which would not otherwise be available in this locality.

Connectivity grading:
E
SUBURB: Rockingham        PAW Code No. R229        Map D4

PAW location:

Connects Turana Place to Quamby Place.

Design characteristics:

PAW reserve approx. 3.7m wide and 42m long. Straight, slight rise at eastern end. Bollards at east end only.

Condition:

Fair. Some sand, weeds, graffiti and overhanging vegetation.

Level of casual surveillance

Good, both end-to-end and over side fences.

Fencing attributes:

Super six and low brick, moderate height, in good condition.

Paving:

Concrete approx. 1.85m wide, centrally located.

Landscaping/vegetation:

Bushes, shrubs overhanging both side fences. Some recently cut branches still lying in PAW.

Lighting:

Good. One street light near each entrance.
Level of usage:
Used by locals.

Presence of services:
Water

2007 Bikeplan recommendations:
-

History: (i.e., reported social difficulties such as vandalism, crime, nuisance and reduced privacy & amenity)
-

Additional comments:
This PAW provides a direct local pedestrian connection between two cul-de-sac heads, and more generally provides good east-west connectivity. Closure of this PAW would greatly inconvenience the nearby residents of both culs-de-sac.

Note that this PAW connects with an accessway (F6R) linked to Orion Street to form a “T”-shaped accessway.

The overhanging vegetation needs cutting back.

Connectivity grading:
R
**SUBURB:** Rockingham  
**PAW Code No.:** R230  
**Map D4**

**PAW location:**

Connects Taurus Court to park.

![PAW Images]

**Design characteristics:**

PAW reserve approx. 3.7m wide and 18m long. Straight and flat.

**Condition:**

Fair to poor. Sand and weeds over path. Overgrown.

**Level of casual surveillance**

Good, as it is short and end-to-end visibility is good. Views also available into the PAW through and over adjoining fences.

**Fencing attributes:**

Low timber post and rail, high open mesh link.

**Paving:**

Concrete slabs, two wide (approx. 1.2m total), laid on southern side of PAW. Some are unevenly laid, and there is sand and leaves across the path in places.

**Landscaping/vegetation:**

Vegetation is overhanging the PAW, mostly on the southern side with the low fence.
Lighting:
Good. One street light near each entrance.

Level of usage:
Used by locals.

Presence of services:
Water

2007 Bikeplan recommendations:
-

History: (i.e., reported social difficulties such as vandalism, crime, nuisance and reduced privacy & amenity)
-

Additional comments:
This PAW provides convenient access for Taurus Court residents to the pathway system in the adjacent park. However, the PAW is not an essential, integral part of the comprehensive walkway system that serves the wider area.

The path needs upgrading/replacing, and overhanging vegetation cut back.

Connectivity grading:
R
**SUBURB:** Rockingham  
**PAW Code No.** R231  
**Map D4**

**PAW location:**

Connects Pegasus Street and PAW R232 to a park at the eastern end.

![Image of PAW location](image1.jpg)

**Design characteristics:**

PAW reserve approx. 3.7m wide and 35m long. Straight and flat, dipping at the western end where it connects to the Pegasus Street underpass.

**Condition:**

Fair to good. Graffiti. Underpass poor - abandoned shopping trolley, broken glass, rubbish and sand strewn across the path.

**Level of casual surveillance**

Good, as it is short with good visibility end-to-end. However, the abrupt exit into the park at the eastern end with its trees and shrubs providing potential places of concealment is of some concern.

**Fencing attributes:**

High super six in good condition.
Paving:
Concrete virtually full width.

Landscaping/vegetation:
-

Lighting:
Street light at each end, two bollard lights – one broken.

Level of usage:
Appears well used.

Presence of services:
-

2007 Bikeplan recommendations:
-

History:
Closure request previously rejected by the City.

Additional comments:
This PAW connects to major PAW 232, Pegasus Street and a well-lit and extensive pathway system in the park to the east. It is an integral part of the local walkway system.

The broken bollard light requires fixing.

Connectivity grading:
E
**SUBURB:** Rockingham  
**PAW Code No.:** R232  
**Map D4**

**PAW location:**

Connects Mensa Close, Sculptor Close, Pegasus Street and accessways to the west.

---

**Design characteristics:**

PAW reserve is cruciform-shaped, approx. 3.7m wide and 150m long in total. The PAW surface is flat, except for the dip at the eastern end where it passes under Pegasus Street.

**Condition:**

Fair. It contains assorted rubbish and leaves, and a great deal of graffiti.

**Level of casual surveillance**

Generally poor, due to high side and rear fences, and abrupt right-angled bends.
Fencing attributes:
Various. Mostly high sheet steel, super six and brick.

Paving:
Concrete, offset a little from centre, ranging in width from approx. 1.85m to 2.5m. Sand margins.

Landscaping/vegetation:
Some of the sand margins have been planted with small to medium flowering plants. Shrubs, trees and creepers overhang several fences into the PAW.

Lighting:
Good. Street lights located at the two entries of the adjoining culs-de-sac, and bollard lights located along the main spine. However, several of these bollard lights are broken.

Level of usage:
Is well used.

Presence of services:
Water

2007 Bikeplan recommendations:
-

History:
Closure request previously rejected by the City.

Additional comments:
This PAW is an integral part of the extensive local pathway system, and is well used.

The broken bollard lights require repairing, and graffiti removed.

Connectivity grading:
E
**SUBURB:** Rockingham  
**PAW Code No.** R233  
**Map D3**

**PAW location:**

Connects Andromeda Street and PAW237 to a park and playground.

**Design characteristics:**

PAW reserve approx. 3.7m wide and 35m long. Straight with hump in the middle, and sloping up from east to west. Connects to an underpass beneath Andromeda Street, then connects direct to PAW 237.

**Condition:**

Fair. Rubbish, sand, leaves, dog faeces.

**Level of casual surveillance:**

Fair. Can see end-to-end. View available over one adjoining side fence. Exit into park at western end is abrupt and the adjacent trees obscure the nearby lights and would provide hiding places.

**Fencing attributes:**

Super Six in fair to good condition.

**Paving:**

Concrete path approx. 1.9m wide, offset from centre.

**Landscaping/vegetation:**

Small amount overhanging side fences.

**Lighting:**

Good. Street light at each end and 2 bollard lights within. PAW connects to a well-lit pathway system at each end.
Level of usage:
Appears well used.

Presence of services:
-

2007 Bikeplan recommendations:
-

History: (i.e., reported social difficulties such as vandalism, crime, nuisance and reduced privacy & amenity)
-

Additional comments: (Local connectivity, quality of alternative routes, impact of closure on alternative routes, access to facilities)

This PAW is an integral part of the local pathway system, and interconnects with other north-south and east-west pathways leading to various important facilities. The trees in the park at the western entrance to the PAW require thinning.

Connectivity grading:
E
**SUBURB:** Rockingham  
**PAW Code No.:** R234  
**Map C3**

**PAW location:**

Landlocked. Located at rear of Lots 1, 2 & 3 Kent Street, and Lots 18 & 19 Rockingham Beach Road.

**Design characteristics:**

PAW reserve approx. 3.7m wide and 56m long. Straight and flat with access impeded by a fence/gate erected mid-way along its length.

**Condition:**

Very poor. Full of rubbish, weeds and miscellaneous junk.

**Level of casual surveillance:**

Very poor, but some views available over adjoining back fences.

**Fencing attributes:**

Wire, Super Six in poor condition, and sections without fencing.

**Paving:**

Loose blue metal and dirt.

**Landscaping/vegetation:**

Weeds.
Lighting:
None.

Level of usage:
Probably nil. Currently being used to dump rubbish.

Presence of services:
Water

2007 Bikeplan recommendations:
-

History: (i.e., reported social difficulties such as vandalism, crime, nuisance and reduced privacy & amenity)
-

Additional comments: (Local connectivity, quality of alternative routes, impact of closure on alternative routes, access to facilities)

Unused. Difficult to understand its access purpose.

Connectivity grading:
NP
SUBURB: Rockingham  PAW Code No. R237  Map D3

PAW location:

Connects Aries Park to Andromeda Street, as well as Auriga Close and Carina Close, and other walkways.

Design characteristics:

PAW reserve approx. 3.7m wide and 150m long. This is a significant PAW complex with four entrances. Some entrances have bollards, some don’t. The ground surface is generally flat, sloping down at the western end where the PAW connects via an underpass to PAW 233. This connects in turn to a pathway system through a park with a playground.

Condition:

Poor to good. Lots of graffiti, rubbish, leaves in parts.

Level of casual surveillance:

Poor. All side fences are high preventing views in or out. Blind corners.
**Fencing attributes:**
High Super Six, steel panels, various materials - in fair to good condition.

**Paving:**
Concrete path approx.1.9m wide centrally located. Sand margins.

**Landscaping/vegetation:**
There is a lot of vegetation hanging over side fences.

**Lighting:**
Good. There are 5 street lights either within the PAW or at the entrances, plus 5 bollard lights within the PAW.

**Level of usage:**
Appears well used.

**Presence of services:**
Electricity

**2007 Bikeplan recommendations:**
-

**History:** (i.e., reported social difficulties such as vandalism, crime, nuisance and reduced privacy & amenity)
-

**Additional comments:** (Local connectivity, quality of alternative routes, impact of closure on alternative routes, access to facilities)
This PAW complex is an integral part of the local pathway system, and interconnects with other north-south and east-west pathways leading to various important facilities.

While the lighting is good, parts of the PAW are in poor condition and in dire need of upgrading.

**Connectivity grading:**
E
**SUBURB:** Rockingham  
**PAW Code No.** R238  
**Map D3**

**PAW location:**

Connects Aries Court to Aries Park and comprehensive pathway system.

**Design characteristics:**

PAW reserve approx. 3.7m wide and 18m long. Straight, short and flat. Bollards at cul-de-sac end only.

**Condition:**

Good. Some graffiti.

**Level of casual surveillance:**

Good. Can see over both side fences, short length, well-lit.

**Fencing attributes:**

Low masonry wall. Steel panels.

**Paving:**

Concrete path approx. 1.9m wide centrally located. Sand margins.

**Landscaping/vegetation:**

One palm tree overhanging side fence.

**Lighting:**

Street light at both ends. The pathway system through Aries Park is well-lit.
Level of usage:
Well used, especially by school children and recreational walkers.

Presence of services:
Water

2007 Bikeplan recommendations:
-

History: (i.e., reported social difficulties such as vandalism, crime, nuisance and reduced privacy & amenity)
-

Additional comments: (Local connectivity, quality of alternative routes, impact of closure on alternative routes, access to facilities)

This PAW connects Aries Court to the park behind and to the extensive east-west and north-south pathway system in the area. It is an integral part of the pathway system.

Overhanging palm tree requires pruning.

Connectivity grading:
E
**SUBURB:** Rockingham  
**PAW Code No.** R239  
**Map C3**

**PAW location:**

Connects Barron Court to sewer reserve.

*Design characteristics:*

PAW reserve approx. 4m wide and 20m long. Straight and flat. Simple pine bollards on path margins at Barron Court entry.

**Condition:**

Good. No graffiti or weeds. Grass clippings lain along path margins.

**Level of casual surveillance:**

Good, due to short length of PAW and low fences at Barron Court end.

**Fencing attributes:**

Super Six in good condition.

**Paving:**

Concrete path approx. 1.5m wide centrally located.

**Landscaping/vegetation:**

Small amount of vegetation overhanging fences.

**Lighting:**

None.
Level of usage:

May be used by Barron Court residents using the sewer reserve as a recreational path.

Presence of services:

Water

2007 Bikeplan recommendations:

-

History: (i.e., reported social difficulties such as vandalism, crime, nuisance and reduced privacy & amenity)

-

Additional comments: (Local connectivity, quality of alternative routes, impact of closure on alternative routes, access to facilities)

Users would probably be limited to Barron Court residents.

Connectivity grading:

NE
**SUBURB:** Rockingham  
**PAW Code No.** R240 & R242  
**Map D3**

**PAW location:**

Connects Aries Park to Read Street and five culs-de-sac in between.
Design characteristics:

PAW reserve approx. 3.7m wide and a total of 300m long. This is a major PAW complex with seven entrances. Some entrances have bollards, some don’t. The ground surface is flat.

Condition:

Ranges from poor to fair to good. There is a great deal of graffiti. Some parts are clean and neat, while other parts are overgrown and littered with rubbish and debris.

Level of casual surveillance:

Apart from the eastern extremity, there are few sections of the PAW where views are available into the PAW from adjoining properties. Some parts are very hidden and would be intimidating for many users. Blind corners.

Fencing attributes:

Various materials in various conditions.

Paving:

Mostly concrete path approx.1.9m wide centrally located. Some old asphalt. Sand margins.

Landscaping/vegetation:

There is a great deal of vegetation overhanging side fences. There are also substantial trees growing in parts of the PAW.

Lighting:

Very good. There are 8 street lights located at the PAW entry points and within the PAW, and 9 bollard lights located at regular intervals along the main east-west pathway. At the western and eastern exit points of the PAW it connects to well-lit pathways.

Level of usage:

Appears well used.

Presence of services:

Water, electricity.

2007 Bikeplan recommendations:

-
History: (i.e., reported social difficulties such as vandalism, crime, nuisance and reduced privacy & amenity)

Additional comments: (Local connectivity, quality of alternative routes, impact of closure on alternative routes, access to facilities)

This PAW complex is an integral part of the local pathway system, and interconnects with other north-south and east-west pathways leading to various important facilities.

While the lighting is good, parts of the PAW are in poor condition and in dire need of upgrading.

Connectivity grading:

E
**SUBURB:** Rockingham

**PAW Code No.** R243

**PAW location:**

Connects Octans Court to park.

**Design characteristics:**

PAW reserve approx. 3.7m wide and 18m long. Straight and flat, no bollards.

**Condition:**

Poor. Lots of graffiti. Poor paving.

**Level of casual surveillance**

Generally good, as it is short and there is a clear view end-to-end. However there are no views available into the PAW over the high side fences. The PAW exits abruptly into the park.

**Fencing attributes:**

High super six and steel panels in fair to good condition.

**Paving:**

Concrete, centrally located, approx. 1.5m wide. Sand margins.

The paving is cracked in many places and uneven.

**Landscaping/vegetation:**

One large poplar tree overhanging a little.
Lighting:
Street light at southern end, bollard light at northern end in park.

Level of usage:
Appears well used.

Presence of services:
Water

2007 Bikeplan recommendations:
-

History: (i.e., reported social difficulties such as vandalism, crime, nuisance and reduced privacy & amenity)
-

Additional comments:
This PAW provides a pedestrian connection between Octans Court and the comprehensive walkway system that runs through the adjacent park and other inter-connected PAWs in the locality. The walkway system in the park is well-lit, and leads directly to Bungaree Primary School and other local facilities.

The paving in the PAW requires replacing/repairing.

Connectivity grading:
E